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B-Tech’s new wall mount - standing out and outstanding 
 
B-Tech AV Mounts has nailed its colours to the mast – or rather its latest mount to the wall. 
 
The growing British firm has launched the BT8221; an ultra-slim, double arm flat screen wall 
mount with tilt and swivel. 
 
When folded flat, the mount stands proud of the wall by just 37mm. 
 
This incredibly discreet and stylish addition to the B-Tech range is designed for screens up to 
65 inches and weighing 36kg, and has arms that extend to 560mm. 
 
It comes with an easy-tilt mechanism of 15 degrees in either direction and has three swivel-
points; 180 degrees on the wall, 360 degrees on the centre point and 180 degrees at the 
interface, making this a truly versatile mounting solution. 
 
Other features include a clever cable management system, stylish cover plates and an 
integrated spirit level to aid accurate mounting. 
 
Matt Bennett, Managing Director of B-Tech, said: “We are extremely pleased with this wall 
mount that is not only strong, but slim and unobtrusive, too. 
 
“It retains the install simplicity that B-Tech products are renowned for and has a satin black 
finish, giving it a stylish, contemporary feel. 
 
“It is a practical solution, giving tilt, swivel and extension, and also comes with a locking option 
for added security.” 
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Daventry, UK, (22nd October 2013) – www.btechavmounts.com - B-Tech AV Mounts  
 
About B-Tech 
B-Tech AV Mounts, a division of B-Tech International Ltd, is an industry leading family owned company that has over 40 years of 
experience in design, manufacture and distribution of audio video accessories.  B-Tech’s head office is located in Daventry, United 
Kingdom and it is from here where B-Tech’s product range is designed by our in-house engineering team.  B-Tech offers a 
comprehensive range of audio and video mounting solutions including wall, ceiling and floor stands and mounts for flat screen TVS, 
displays, projectors and loudspeakers.   You can find B-Tech products in almost any location; at home, in your hotel, at your office, in 
schools and universities, at airports, in hospitals, in bars/clubs, in restaurants, in sports stadia – the list is endless… 
 
B-Tech International Ltd has the following brands; B-Tech AV Mounts, Ventry, Bib, Lawton Trade and The Diamond Stylus Company.  The 
B-Tech International group of companies has offices and distribution facilities in Daventry UK, Brussels Belgium, Berlin Germany, 
Barcelona Spain, Hong Kong, China and Singapore which support a global network of authorised distributors and dealers.  
 
For more information, please visit www.btechavmounts.com. 
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aBr8221 gives tilt,
swivel and extension
and comes with a
locking option for
added security

I The irDAc is a
stripped down version
of the SuperDac D33
offering simple plug
and play

lThe tech can go under
a table or in a closet
and is targeted at
professional video
installations

FIANG INI TI-IERE
B-Tech has launched an ultra-slim, double arm flat screen

wall mount that folds down to stand proud of the wall bv
just 37mm.

The tilt-and-swivel BTB221 is designed for screens up to

65in, weighing 36kg and has arms that extend to 56Omm.

JUMP WITH NO JITTER
Arcam has replaced its rDAC with a model that offers a jump

in performance, high levels of usage flexibility but minimal
jitter.

The irDAC, so called because it now includes infra-red

remote control, is a stripped down version of the SuperDac

CHECK CUT THE .12M VERSICNI
Kramer Electronics has rolled out a wireless high definition

transmitter/receiver set that sends HDI\,41 signals wirelessly up

to 12 metres

The KW-11 is targeted at professional video installations,

presentations, multimedia applications, home theatre use and

other shod-range video and audio distribution applications.

The HDMI system uses WHDI technology.

It conveds the HDMI signal into a wireless signal, which

it transmits to the KW-11R. The KW-]1R conveds ihe
wireless signal back into an HDMI signal. The units send the
uncompressed video resolutions up to I OBOp at 6OHz with
zero latency.

An easy{ilt mechanism swings 15' in either direction and has

three swivel-poinis - 180 degrees on the wall, 360 degrees

on the centre point and 180 degrees at the interface to
maximise versatility.

Other features include a cable management system, cover
plates and an integrated spirit level to aid accurate mounting,

Managing director Matt Bennett says: "This wall mount is not

only strong but sllm and unobtrusive.

"lt retains the insiall simplicity that B-Tech products are

renowned for and has a satin black finish, giving it a stylish,

contemporary feel, lt is a practical solution, giving tilt, swivel

and extensron and also comes with a locking option for
added security."

More informalion: B-Tech International +44 (0)844 800044b

www btechavmounts con.r

D33 and has been engineered to offer users a simple, plug,

and-play device that delivers high audio quality.

High-end features include isolation of the digital and

analogue stages, ultra-low noise power supplies and a

direct coupled signal path. Use of Burr Brown .1796 
DAC

and eight separately regulated power supplies ensures high

pedormance. Meanwhile the irDAC has been built to produce

a signal that is almost jitter free.

It can be connected to several types of digital sources

and connections including asynchronous USB and a direct

iPhone input that takes the digital signal direct from an

Apple device to optimise the sound. All of the inpuis can be

controlled through an lR remote that will also control PCs,

MACs and iPod, iPhone or iPad via the HID control.

More information: Arcam +44 (0)1223 2O32O0

www arcam co.uk

The technology can be installed under a table or in a

closet with no direct line of sight required. lt features MIIVO

SGHz technology and a secure AV link through its AES-128
encryption Transmission of the wireless HDMI signal is

compatible with any copy-protected HDCP content.

EDID and CEC information is also supporled, Installaiion

and operation is done without any configuration bry

connecting the KW-l1T with the AV source and the

KW-l 1R with the display. The new launch is parl of Kramer's

DigiTOOLS family of compact, high-quality systems,

More infornration: Kranrer Electronics +44 (O)1 296 33001 1

www kramerelectronics,co un
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